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Introduction
The more librarians and publishers know about how users
access and read their materials, the more equipped they are
to design better information products and services. Reading
scholarly journal articles is especially important for
academic staff, students, and other researchers io assist in
all aspects of teaching, learning, and conducting new
research. Many studies over the years have provided a
longitudinal look at how electronic resources nave
influenced reading patterns (see for example, Tenopir and
King, 2000, 2004.)
Usage data for electronic resources can assist with
collection development, reveal which systems ano sources
are most often used, and show how users access our
collections.
E-journal collections can generate log data on views and
downloads, but log data do not always tell much about
individual users. With deeper scrutiny, data can also reveal
information about the users behind the usage data. Deep
log analysis, library-collected usage data, and surveys of
users together can reveal a picture of users or user groups
in addition to the surface picture of usage of materials. This
presentation explores how various types of log data and
surveys can be used to show patterns of use by academic
staff and students and the value and purpose of reading
scholarly journals. The focus will be on a user-centred
approach to answer questions about the faculty, staff, and
studenis and how they use library collections, rather tnan a
materials-centred approach that answers questions aoout
the e-journals collection.
In a three-year project called 'Maximizing library
investments in digital collections through better data
gathering and analysis (Ma.xData)', sponsored by the US
Institute of Museum and Library Services, we have gathered
and compared various types of usage daia from five US
universities. (ln addition, we have survey data from two
Australian universities from a previous project.)
Undersianding users as well as usage is the ultimate goal.
Data about our users can tell us many things about the
academic staff, students, and researchers who neeo
information, including what they use now, what they prefer
to use (and what they do not like to use), and, by
extrapolation, what they might use in the future. Comparing
the various methods to help libraries determine which
methods are appropriate for the questions they need
answered is another goal
Methods
Three main methods for collecting data about the users who
access library journal collections are being compared in the
MaxData project" Two of these focus only on e_journal
usage. The first of these, deep log analysis, uses in-depth
analysis of integrated transaction logs. The second, usaqe
data analysis, examines the variety of vendor-provided (both
COUNTER-compliant and non-compliant reports) and
usage statistics collected by the library (such as those
generated by link resolvers). The third method of gathering
information about usage and users is by surveying library
users. The surveys provide self-reporled information about
the use of both print and electronic journal arlicles from the
library collections and other sources and include explicit
measures of the value and outcome of readino lournal
articles.
The deep log analysis in this project was conducted by a
team at University College London's Centre for Information
and Behaviour Evaluation and Research (Ciber). The ieam
analysed usage logs from the Ohiolink consortium, a state-
wide consortium in the US state of Ohio. At the time of the
siudy (2005-6), OhioLink locally loaded and provided usage
data for over 6,600 journal titles. This is an integrated e-
journals system, where the local search and retrieval system
provides access to journals from many different publishers
to all of the members of the consortium. The usage
information for the four Ohio universities for which we also
have survey data can be isolated in the logs for a one-on-
one comoanson.
Library data analysls focused on one university's local e-
journals collection. The University of Tennessee (UI is a
research extensive university with a student population 0r
over 26,000 and more than 1,400 faculty members. The UT
Libraries provide a collection of approximately three milllon
items, including an extensive collection of electronlc
journals, e-books, and databases. Metasearch capabilities
are available, as well as individual searching by database or
e-collection title. Link resolver software provides links to
fulltext arlicles from multiple sources. Remote access to



































The UT and Ciber teams are both working with usage
data, but from different sources and witn different
applications. UT's usage data are collected from vendors
and standard library slstems (for example, link resclver)'








































elecironic resources. The data are summaries of log daia,
not actual log data with detailed information, and are
processed and analyzed with a combination of
programming and manual manipulation. The Ciber team's
data, on the other hand. are log data from the OhioLlNK
servers, and therefore are consistent and rich with
information that can reveaj much about users' searching
styles and preferences, decay in article usage, and other
things, in addition to how much various resources are being
used.
Finally. surveys were conducted of faculiy and students
at four Ohio universities and the University of Tennessee. AII
survey instruments and individual repods can be found at
http://web.utk.edu/-tenopir/research/. The ten survey
instruments for all five universities were identlcal except for
some variation in the demographic question regarding
subject discipline of the respondent. For analysis this
question was collapsed into five broad categories of subject
discipline (science, engineering/technology, social science,
humanities, and medicine/health). The surveys were
available online for respondents in October and November
2005. A cover letter from the local university's director of
libraries with an embedded link to the survey instrument
was sent to a sample of faculty and students in October,
with a follow-up at the end of the month. Over 1,300 faculty
and 3,600 students in the five US schools responded to the
questionnaires, with an additional 381 faculty and 863
students in two Australian universities in surveys conducted
earlier in the year.
The strengths and weaknesses of each method and what
each method reveals about users, rather than coliections,
are described here.
Methods: more about deep log analysis
Deep log analysis is a specific form of transactional log
analysis, which tells us much about the information seeking
behaviour of users but only a litile about user satisfaction
and information need. By definition, it also only provides
informaiion on users of a digital system, nothing on non-
users of the system or hard-copy users. Generally the
attractions of ioo analvsis are:
Logs record the use of everyone who happens to engage
with the system and therefore the data yield and reach is
absolutely enormous - half a million users in the case of
OhioLlNK. There is no need to take a sample and thus
questions of reoresentativeness do not arise.
They are a direct and immediately available record of
what people have done: not what they say they might, or
would, do; noi what they were prompted to say, not what
tlrey thoughi they Cid. Logs do not rely on memory.
The data are collected rouitinely, automatically and quite
anonymously. There is no need to contaci the user or
obtain their co-operatron.
Logs provide a level of detail not obtainable by any other
meihod. They record everything that someone does
online, while they are viewing, searching, browsing and
navigating over the survey penod.
fleen loo an:lrrsis lDl A) difiers from the traditional form o{
log analysis as found in the log reports ljbraries obtain from
publishers/vendors in that it is based not on proprietary
software but on an SPSS analysis of the raw server logs.
This has some advantages.
Even greater detail can be furnished regarding use. Thus
DLA goes well beyond standard 'hit' analyses (for example,
page views and fulllext downloads) providing, for instance,
data on page view and session time, number of views in a
session (site peneiration), number of different journals viewed.
More accurate monitoring of information seeking can be
obtained because DLA can overcome the worst proDtems
accounted by log analysis outlined below, especially in
regard to double counting, accouniing for proxy servers and
making more effective online time estimates.
It is possible to go beyond usage and furnish detailed
assessments of the information seeking behaviour of users,
allowing for the profiling of individual user groups.
Proprietary software relies on lP numbers to supply user
data by country of access and organisational type. DLA
provides a wider range of user porlraits by: a) identifying,
through desk research, which server sub-network labels can
be reiied upon to yield accurate data on the subject and
academic credentials of the user; and b) categorising users
by the subject of the journal they viewed.
There are problems associated with log analysis that
Iargely arise from; a) the difficulty of ascribing use to
individuals or groups of users, which is compounded by the
sheer diversity and size of the user community; and b) the
impedect nature of the log record.
Web logs provide a user 'trace', but not real user or
individual identification. Typically all there is to work on is
the internet protocol (lP) number, which provides the name
of the institution and country to which the user belongs.
Logs provide only a partial picture of user activity. A user
may well view a number of sites in collecting data to meet
an information need. With logs you are usually looking at
just one site option. Hence we do not have a record of the
user's complete terminal session and views to all sites
visited and are viewing just usage on one site. OhioLlNK
combines journal resources from a number of publishers
and aims to provide a one stop shop. However users may in
addition visit other web address to collect subject, journal
and arlicle information.
Another problem is that robots account for a good deal
of usage. Thousands of robots or agents harvest
information on the world wide web for a wide variety of
purposes - indexing, caching and data mining, for instance.
Robots inflate usage statistics by as much as 50 per cent.
Use counts are not completely accurate because of
caching, proxy connections, and session definition. Caching
has an impact on page views as some viewed pages are not
recorded or attributed to a user's search session, leading to
more sessions being classified as viewing fewer pages.
Caching is the storing of previously viewed pages on to the
client's computer; repeat in-session accesses to these
pages are made from the cache and are not requested from
the web site's server and hence not recorded in the loos.
something that underestimates use.
A proxy connection is one where a number of compuiers
are connected to the interiret via a single lP number. In such
n=cac caccinn .loirile nf iha nnnna.+ad 
^^m^r 
r+^.r. -.6tEvrsu uvt tlPuLsiJ etE
muddled together and ii appears that ail use comes from
the same 'proxy' user since users are identified by lP
nunrbers. This leads to an underestlmation of number of
users and sessrons.
The wav sessions are defined can lead to variations in
counting. Sesslons are sometimes ideniified in the rogs oy
an identification number. ln such cases logs include a
session-beginning tag and a session-ending tag, which
enabies us to make time calculations as well. Unforlunately
as far as the logs are concerned, nobody logs off cn the
web: they just ciepart anonymously. Typically, ihen, to
aetim2te: loo ofr - or: qoqqinn anel rnd e^ !^{i^^ ^q rvv vr' ru uv UEIiI lV d
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ihe industry siandard tends to be 30 minutes.
Page view time is estimated by calculating the diference
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estimate can be generated for the last page viewed in a
session because there is no log off recorded in the logs.
ln addition, double counting can be a problem" lf
someone views a fulitext document in HTML format and
rnen goes on to view this item in pDf, proprietary software
tends to count this as two views. This particularly arises
where the user comes in from a gateway or third-pirty site
and that site only indexes the HTML versjon. Hence, when
the user clicks through to the artjcle the user is served up
with the HTML version. To view the pDF version the user has
to come out of the HTML full texi version and load uo the
PDF format version. This process results in the downloadino
of two items rather than one.
Methods: more on individual library usage
data collection
Most librarjes do not have electronic journals thai are
loaded on local servers, so they do not have access to the
kind of extensive log data that Ohiolink can provide.
Instead, they rely on vendor-supplied data andlor data that
are collected from other systems in the individu al iibrary.
The University of Tennessee (UT) Libraries team nas oeen
studying vendor-supplied usage data for its etectronic
journals. These data are primarily from vendors who supply
COUNTER-compliant usage reports. The COUNTER
Journal Report 1 (JRl), ,Number of Successfut Full{ext
Article Requests by Month and Journal,, provides a
summary of usage for individual journal tifles for eacn month
and year-to-date. The data points are simply the number of
full-text requests made for a particular titie in a given time
period. There rs no jnformation about indiviouar users,
where or how they accessed the journals, or what they did
. with an adicle after downloadinq it.
While these vendor data do-not provide a profile of the' users themselves, they do provide valuable information
about the use of library resources. This information allows
librarians to ascedain how often the library,s etectronic
resources are being used; what resources are heavilv used.
and, conversely, not being used; the degree of overlap in
journai coverage from multiple sources; and patterns of use
over the academic calendar, among other things.
Initial efforts of the team focused on downloading or
acquiring UT's 2005 usage data trom 29 vendors (some
vendors provide reports for more than one product),
cleaning up the data to make the data formats consisteni,
and combining all of the data into one Microsoft Excel file
for further analysis. A subset of data for September, October
and November 2005 was extracted into a separate file in
order to look at UT's usage for the same time period that the
readership surveys covered. These data acquisition and
preparation activities involved a significant amount of time
and effon. In addition to the time spent physically carrying
out specific tasks, much time was spent ptanning tfre
activities and determining the most efficient way ro
download, manipulate, and compile the data. Combining
the data from vendors was a particular challenge because
ihe formats for some data elements were not consistent
across all vendors (for example, ISSN wjth and without ahyphen), and special manipulations of the data were
required to be able to sorl and compare the data.
A number of basic analyses were done on the data in the
Excel file.,A simple sorl procedure, by total use, provided a
looK aI whtch journals in which packages were most used
during that period. Combining all use oia title (from multiplepackages, if more than one) and sorling Ly toru, u..produced the distribution of use urnongi ttre inOiviOuatjournal titles, regardless of the source, unj highf ight"O tf'r"
mos^t^used, litfle used, or unused journals. Thislaciiitated an'80/20' usage analysis, in otner words, what percentage ofthe unique tifles accounted for BO per cent'oi the usage
during that time period.
An imporlant collection management asSessfiert fsylibrarians is rooking at the avairabiiity of journar tities iroi"n
multiple sources. For instance, a library may have access toJournal X through a subscription with the publisher, througi
one or more journal aggregators, andlor from some oth"er
type of database or collection. The time coverage may beidentical or may differ due to publisher 
"n 
nurg;'. l;-aggregaior databases, backfile versus current coverage
collections, or simply_ different coverage daTes rn eachpackage. Soding the Excel file by title/package highlighis
the overlap of coverage. Used in conjunction *itn oiflui
subscription information, this may assist the librarian inmaking decisions to cancel or scale_back on a subscriptio;
to reduce redundancy while still maintaining appropriate
coverage.
The pattern of usage over time may be plotied for all
Journals together, individual journal tiiles, andlor selected
groups of tifles. From our experience, these patterns
generally follow the academic cycle with more use rnrough
the mid and late fall and spring semesters (Octob6r,. 
November, March, and April), and iutts Ouring oreaks, the
summer, and early in the semesters. Note that these usage
patterns are available only at the monthly level. Discerniij
patterns of use by day of week, or houiof the day, is notpossible with these vendor-reporied data because the
COUNTER JR'l reports do not include the details of each
user transaction.
The vendor data noted above may be combined with
other types of data to furlher characterise the usage of
electronic journals. For instance, assigning subject
headings to the individual journal tifles alloirys one ro seewhich titles are most used (and, presumaoty, most
important) in different subject areas, or if certain subiect
ar9?s are more heavily used than others. Similar analyses
might involve examining the usage of scholarly and non,
scholarly titles. Proportional use by subject also might be an
interesting indicator of interest and use: is the subject
distribution of the fitles in a collection consistent with the
subject distribution of the use of the tiiles in that collection?
Assigning subject headings to individual tittes is not
straightforward because many tifles may appropriately fall
into more than one category and there ,iy Oe several levels.
of subject specificity to consider. At the UT libraries we nave
used the subject headings from our link resolver sysrem ro
assign the following general subject headings to electronicjournal titles: Ads and Humanities/General/tiews, Business
and Social Sciences, Engineering and Technology, Science,
and Medicine. In future analyses, we wiil separare
General/News into its own category and create a
Multidisciplinary category for tifles tfrat jo not fit well intojust one of the categories above.
Another source of data that supplements the vendor data
is our link resolver (SFX from Ex Libris, called FindText at the
UT Libraries). Many of the same analyses mentioned above
for the vendor data may be done with the SFX data. The
vendor and SFX data are not measuring exacfly the same
thing, but they are likely to reflect the sur" guneiat patterns
of use^with regard to high use tifles, overlai, and use over
time. One distinction of ihe link resolver 
"ysi"m 
is the abilityto record the use of open access journals, which is not
available from ihe vendors, reporis. Another advantage is
being able, in some cases, to distinguish between the use
of older and newer issues of a journal if a journal backfjle
package is available.
. Two statistical reports generated by SFX are of padicular
interest. The first report, which we gLnerate on a monthly
basis to correspond with the COUruffn JRI reports,
provides data elements for how many times a user has
clicked on a FindText button for a.iournil, and wh jch seryrce
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providing a measure of how often journal tiiles are used, ihe
repod provides information about specific electronic full-
text that users looked for but did not find. For example,
when a user chooses a catalogue lookup from the FindText
menu, it would indicate that the desired adicle was not
available electronically and the user checked to see if the
journal was available in the library collection. Selection of
the interlibrary loan service would indicate that the library
had no access to the article at all and the user submitted an
interlibrary loan request for it. Because the format of this
SFX repod is very different to the format of the COUNTER
JRI repod, we are developing a programming solution for
converting the SFX reports into a format that can easily be
combined with the vendor data for comparison. Another
useful SFX repod provides data on how users are getting to
electronic journals and articles, for example, from
databases, our A-Z e-journals list, or the library catalogue.
Other analyses using vendor-reported and locally
collected data and information include the use of
subscribed and unsubscribed titles in 'big deal' packages
and the use of titles in collections shared with oiher
institutions. In both cases an evaluation may help with
collection management decisions. For'big deals',
unsubscribed titles that have high online use may indicate a
need for the library to purchase its own subscription or
replace a low-use subscribed title of comparable value.
Similarly, in shared collections, if one institution has the
subscription to a iitle but does not use it much, and most of
the use is coming from one or more of the other institutions,
perhaps there should be some subscription adjustments to
better align with the demonstrated use of those titles at the
different institutions.
Managing the sheer quantity of data generated by
vendors and local systems to facilitate analysis and
decision-making for electronic resources is a significant
challenge. Additional improvements in downloading,
reformatting, manipulating, and combining the data are
needed to allow desired analyses to become a routine part
of the assessment of electronic journal usage. The
information we gain about how our investments in elecironic
journals are benefiting our users, and how we can maximise
the use of the collection, may just be worth the effort.
Methods: more on surveys
Surveys can provide demographic information about
individual respondents, as well as specific information about
the patterns, value, and outcomes of reading and how those
may vary with characteristics of users. They are padicularly
helpful in focusing on actual readings, rather than merely on
downloads, and for finding out how useful a particular
reading was for its purpose. Surveys can be used to get a
picture of journal article reading from all sources, including
both print and electronic and both from the library collection
and other sources, including personal subscriptions. The
value of survey results is, of course, reliant on response rate
and we assume that the respondents are representative of
the user group as a whole. Although, unlike log data, they
rely on self-reporled data, and careful consideration of the
types of questions asked can help improve the reliability of
results.
in separate surveys, boih faculty and students of five US
universities and two Australian universities were asked three
rypes of questions:
1. Demographic questions about themselves, including
age, gender, status (year in school or rank). In addition,
faculty were asked about their publication record.
number of personal subscriptions, and whether they had
received any awards in the past two years. Demographic
questions specific to this study include percent of effott
on various work tasks (such as teaching, research,
administration, etc.), number of publicaiions in the last
two years, co-authorshlp and funding for the last article
published, awards or special recognition in the last two
years, and number of personal subscriptions. Each ofthe
reader-related questions can be used as an independent
variable and the population is the total number of
academic staff at the university.
2. Respondents were first asked to recollect how many
scholarly articles they read in the last four weeks.
Scholarly adicles are defined as 'those found in journal
issues, web sites, or separate copies such as preprints,
reprints, and other electronic or paper copies'. Reading is
defined as 'going beyond the table of contents, title, and
abstract to the body of the arlicle'. Respondents were
asked to remember just this shod period to improve the
chance of accurate recollections. General recollection
questions were held to a minimum, as they are often
difficult for a respondent to answer them accurately.
3. Details on the last article read. These questions focused in
detail on the specific article most recently read, a
technique that improves the accuracy of the respondent's
ability to remember and allows complex analysis of the
value and purpose of reading. Questions about how the
article was discovered, its format, time spent reading, the
purpose of reading, and the value of the reading to the
purpose, provide information about the relative role and
value of library collections or alternatives in the overall
reading patterns of academics. The incident of last reading
is a variation of the critical incident technique, where the
universe is all readings by academic staff within the last
month. A two-stage sample is taken: the first stage is the
readers and their total readings in a month, and the second
stage is one incident of their most recent reading, which is
assumed to be random in time. Analysis of the reading-
related questions (incidence of last reading) allow
conclusions about readings rather than readers, answering
such questions as, for example, does the value of the
reading or the average time spent per reading vary with the
purpose of the reading?
Preliminary findings
Findings: deep log analysis
Based on the study of on-campus use at four Ohio
universities over 15 months the following analyses were
underlaken in order to profile and compare information
seeking behaviour:
1. l{umber of pages viewed, over day of the week and
month of the year. Altogether 2,250,000 pages were
viewed and 339,000 sessions conducted, demonstrating
how genuinely popular e-journal databases are with the
scholarly community. There were huge differences
between universities and this would appear to be largely
a function of research activity and the size of the
academic community - the more research active and
larger the university the higher the activity level. Monthly
use is highly variable and linked to the rhythms of the
academic year, with peaks being achieved in the autumn
and spring terms and lows recorded in the summer and
Christmas breaks. The monthly patterns differed
between the research universities and the teaching
universities with the latter showing less pronounced
peaks and troughs. There were big differences too in
usage by day of the week - Tuesday recorded the highest
usage (1 9 per cent) while Saturdays recorded the lowest
t tcaaa [7 nar nani\
2. Number of sessions conducted, per day. The number
of daily sessions varied quite considerably from about
200 to 1000. Again there was a falling off in sessions
during the university holiday breaks especially in the
summer and winter breaks. There was no discernable
increase in the number of sessions recorded over the 15-
month survey period. In addition to the rises and falls of
the academic year there were the rises and falls in use
during the week, peaks during weekdays and troughs at
the weekends. The research universities accounted for a
mammoih (95 per cent) of them, with the most research
extensive university accounting for 60 per cent itself.
3. Number of pages viewed in a session (site
penetration). About one in five users made one vtew In a
session, a liitle under a third made two to three views,
over a third made four to ten vlews, a tenth made 1l to
20 views, whiie just 6 per cent made more than 20. In the
case of this 'activity' metric, interestingly, it was the
smallesi teaching university thai had the most active
sessions, not the most research extensive university.
Thus 60 per cent of the former's sessions saw four or
more pages viewed, whereas the equivalent figure for the
research extensive university was 48 per cent. Indeed,
over a quader of sessions in the small teaching university
saw more than ten pages viewed in a session.
4. Time spent viewing online, lt was found that 32 per cent
of sessions lasted under three minutes, 15 per cent
Iasted between three and seven minutes, 15 per cent
lasted between seven and fifteen minutes, and over 38
per cent recorded session times of greater than fifteen
minutes. There were large differences between the four
universities - as much as 300 per cent - but the
difference was not accounted for by their research
activity. The time taken (median) to view a page was
around 20 to 22 seconds and this was the same for all
the universities. There was a significant increase of about
20 per cent in page view time over the 1S-month survey
period. Article view time was significantly longer at the
research universities (89 seconds) compared to the two
teaching universities (76 anQ 68 seconds).
5. Type of page viewed (article, abstract, TOG etc). The
pages most frequently viewed were lists - lists of
journals, arlicles, subjects and so on, something which
demonstrates the amount of navigating to content that
goes on in very large and complex databases. Not far
behind were views to the full-text of the article. There
were some significant differences between universities,
with the teaching universities recording relatively more
views to abstracts and search pages.
6. Top journals viewed. Over the fifteen month period 13
per cent of journal titles recorded just one view, 58 per
cent of journals were viewed from 2 to 20 times, 23
percent of titles were viewed 21 to 100 times, just 5 per
cent of journals were viewed 101 to 500 times ano unoer
half a per cent of them were viewed over 500 times. Of
the 6,000 or so journals on offer just 20 accounted for
between 11 and 19 per cent of use, with the largest
university, perhaps unsurprisingly, showing the least
concentration in use. Given the subiect and research
interests of the four universiiies it was not surprising that
the top ten titles for each university differed significanfly.
No journal was represented in all the lists; one journal
(American Psychologist) was represented in the lists of
three, and six journals were in the lists of two universities.
Z. Publication year of pages viewed. There was a focus of
interest in the most recent articles. TWenty-two percent of
pages viewed were published in the current year, 42 per
cent were one to three years oid, 24 per cenl were four to
seven years old and'12 per cent were over seven Vears
old. ln terms of the four universities, distributrons were
fairly similar, with the exception of the small teaching
university whose liberal ads roots showed up in its
interest in older journal arlicles - 49 per cent were four
years or older, as compared to a figure of 37 per cent for
the research extensive university which had strengths in
science.
B. Navigational approach adopted (lists/menus, search
engines). Those people using the internal search engine
were more likely to view an abstract as well as an arlicle
in their session. The explanation for this difference lies in
the fact that search engine users have a greater number
of items to view and they resod to abstracts to make a
quick selection. lt was also the case ihat users employing
the search engine were far more likely to view a wider
range of journals.
9. Number of journals viewed in a session. With so many
journals on offer one might have expected users to avail
themselves of quite a few titles. In fact, in terms of the
proporlion of sessions where a user viewed two or more
journals within the four universities this varied between
60 per cent (medium size teaching university) and 42 per
cent (research extensive university).
l0,Subject of journals viewed. There were big differences
between subjects. Thus health and medicine journals
recorded the highest page views, and just fewer than
500,000 views were made to this subject. About 300,000
chemistry related pages were viewed and 195,000 social
science related pages were accessed. Computer
science, earth science and mathematics pages were the
Ieast viewed. In terms of the distribution of the number of
page views in a session social science and physics
subjects viewed a greater number of pages in a session.
About two thirds (66 per cent and 71 per cent) viewed
four oi more pages in a session. Users viewing health
and medicine were least likely to view four or more
pages: just 49 per ceni did so. In terms of session time,
those viewing social science journals recorded the
longest sessions - 71 per cent recorded sessions lasting
three or more minutes and 53 per cent recorded sessions
lasting over fifteen minutes. Arts and humanities scholars
conducted the shortest sessions with only 63 per cent of
these sessions lasting more than three minutes.
11.Staff/student use. In the case of one university it proved
possible to identify with a reasonable degree of accuracy
staff and student sub-networks. The analysis confirmed
the long-held belief that students were the majority users
of digital resources, there are after all more of them.
Student use was about ten times that of staif. However,
in terms of the number of views in a session, the staff
made a greater number views in a session compared to
the student labelled network: 27 per cent of sessrons saw
eleven or more pages viewed in a session; however, just
12 per cent of student sessions viewed that many pages.
Other differences between staff and students were: a)
staff accounted for a much high proportion of social
science use; b) in terms of day of week staff made up a
lower percentage of use at weekends; c) staff were more
likely to use the search facility; and d) staff were less
likely to conduct sessions where just current and recent
journals were viewed.
Findings: individual library usage data
collection
There are a variety of sources of usage data for individual
libraries, from vendor reports to data gathered within the
library and the data tells us about different aspects of our





























































































































resolver repods provide insights that are likely to be
aoolicable to other Iibraries.
1. lmpact of the academic year. Specific courses and
course scheduling can have an appreciable impact on
usage statistics. For example, Billboard and Rolling
Sfone are among the most used electronic resources in
the library collection, most likely as a result of the popular
'History of Rock' class. Librarian demonstrations and
instruction can also have an impact on usage statistics.
The primary resource in a series of instruction classes wlll
tend to have higher levels of use during the term.
2. Subjects of journals used. Vendor data showed that
journals in the sciences accounted for the largest
percentage of use (27 per cent). Medicine and health
accounted for 19 per cent of the use, and engineering
and technology for 10 per ceni, meaning that all of the
science and technology subjects combined accounied
for 56 per cent of electronic journal usage. The social
sciences received 23 per cent of the use, and ads and
humanities/general received 2'1 per cent.
3. Scholarly versus non-scholarly use. A number of the
UT libraries highest use titles are considered non-
scholarly (for example, USA Today and Rolling Sfone).
For these titles, it is difficult to tell if they are being read
for personal or scholarly use. As noted previously, Rolling
Stone is regularly used for a class assignment, but is
surely also read for personal enjoyment. USA Today,
Newsweek, and the New York Times are used for class
papers and speeches, particularly by undergraduates,
but are also read for current awareness.
4. Journal packages make a difference. An analysis of
the use of all electronic journal titles from September to
November of 2005 revealed ihat 11.5 per cent of the titles
accounted for B0 per cent of the use. Much of this can be
accounted for by the large number of zero-use titles.
5. A close look at embargoed titles can help our users.
A fair number of electronic journals in aggregator
packages are embargoed, with, for example, the most
recent year being unavailable. By combining SFX request
data with vendor use data for such titles, we can discover
when users are requesting recent embargoed afticles
from interlibrary loan, and can consider the need for a
subscription with more complete coverage.
6. Backfiles can be evaluated with SFX data. Usage data
supplied by vendors do not distinguish beiween use of
current issues and back issues that are pad of a backfile
package. The SFX data, on the other hand, allow us to
make that distinction when the backfiles are listed as
separate targets.
Findings: surveys
Surveys reveal information on both overall pat.ierns of use
and what factors make a difference in patterns of use. The
surveys reveal a variety of user-related insights, including:
1. Amount of reading and time spent reading. Faculty
report reading, on average, 23 articles per month
(standard deviation = 31 .273), while students report
reading on average 15 per month (SD = 20.217). Faculty
spend an average of 33 minutes per reading (SD = 30.56)
and students 36 minutes per reading (SD = 35.598).
Although the average time spent per reading is shorl, the
total amount of time devoted just to reading journal
ailicles (and noi including searching for and locating the
arlicles) represents a considerable amount of time every
month. These numbers tell us about individuals and
reading from all sources and both print and electronic' To
compare them with log data we would need to take the
subset of only those readings that are from the library,s
electronic collection and then extrapolate up to the entire
student body population.
2. Source and format of reading. Faculty and students find
and read articles from the library, from personal
subscriptions, from colleagues, by following citations in
other arlicles, and from other sources. Nearly two-thirds
of these readings are from an electronic source, although
most are still printed out for easier reading. Students read
arlicles on the screen more often than do faculty
members do (1 B per cent of faculty readings are
onscreen while 30 per cent of student readings are
onscreen).
3. Purpose and value of reading. Articles are read by
faculty for many reasons including, in order, research,
teaching, current awareness and writing- Students read
most often for course assignments and thesis or
dissertation. On the whole, arlicles are rated most often
as somewhat imporlant or essential to the purpose.
When asked to comment specifically on the value of the
last anicle they read, faculty report that, most often,
readings inspired new thinking, improved results, or
changed, broadened or narrowed the focus of their work.
4. Subject discipline makes a difference. The subject
discipline of faculty respondents is the most consistent
predictor of differences in reading patterns. Medical
faculty, for example, read significantly more journal
articles on average (35 per month as compared to 13 per
month on average by humanities faculty) and spend less
time per readin! (25 minutes per reading on average
compared to 37 minutes per reading for humanities
faculty or 43 minutes on average for engineering faculty.)
Medical faculty read more often from personal
subscriptions and prlnt sources.
5. Age and status may make a difference. Among
students, their status - whether they are undergraduate
or graduate/post-graduate - makes the most difference
in how much they read and why they read. Not
surprisingly, graduate students read more articles on
average and read more for research (thesis or
disserlation) than do undergraduates. Since student
status is related to age, it is not surprising that age also
makes a difference. For faculty, age makes a difference in
some reading patterns. Faculty members over 40 are
significantly more likely to get information from a print
source than the younger faculty. Faculty readers aged 31
to 40 are significantly more likely to read for research
than the other age groups. Reading for research declines
significantly after the age of 50, when reading is more
likely to be for teaching. Younger faculty readers read
significantly fewer arlicles in the first year of publication
than do older readers.
Conclusion
Libraries and publishers have many ways to gather
information about the use of their collections. Some of these
data can also tell us about users and patierns of usage. No
single method of gathering usage data is perfect, and each
provides unique views of users. Deep log analysis tells us
what large numbers of users across multiple insiitutions
view and download. Deep log analysis can reveal patterns
of use and can be used to compare usage on a large scale.
Vendor and collected data reveal patterns of use specific to
a library and its collection. They can be used to monitor
changes in the collection or curriculum of a specific
institution and show how users react to the decisions and
rhy.thms within their university. Finally, surveys can be used
I ^ r, rrrFh^rFnh A'
+^ Ai6^^\tcr readings beyond electronic library collections'
l: :;;"";;. ;e used to put use of a library's e-collection in
ill]3irt? tith the total readings' print and electronic' of
l;i"'5,";;;;"rnv mT1!::s 
and students' Unrike anv tvpe or
I^^'""rfvsis, surveys can get at motivation, purpose, and
"""'"r[iiiaru"s 
of use, although they rely on self-repoding
Ili 
" 
rrni.i"nt- number,of respondents'- ;;- tevel of effort (and therefore cost to the library)
,"orirla by each of these methods varies as well and is not
'^'i..iti"ant. 
Even COUNTER-compliant vendor repods
i"l,]ir" rot" effort in processing and comparing across
,urt"rr. Together, these methods provide many insights
into how our collections are being used and, over time, they
reveal how usage patterns are changing. Ultimately the goal
is to build collections and services that meet the needs of
users. Understanding those needs and usage behaviours is
an essential step in making that happen.
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